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Greetings subscribers, old and new, to

another issue of Wind in the Wires - the

newsletter that brings you the best First

World War aviation related stories from

around the world, direct to your inbox.

There's a wide variety of articles for you to

enjoy - many thanks to those readers who

have sent in items for this issue. If you

spot anything of interest, or would like to

suggest a topic, please get in touch.

If you are not a Cross & Cockade

member and would like to join us, please

check the website or get in touch with our

Membership Secretary, Andy Kemp, at

membership.secretary@crossandcockade.com for all the details. Members receive our

splendid quarterly journal, packed full of articles and profusely illustrated with

photographs of aircraft and personnel that you won’t find anywhere else!
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Andy has also asked me to remind any

members who have yet to renew for 2021 to

jump to it and re-join - and also encourage all

WitW subscribers to buy a copy of the 2021

Calendar (well it’s only February!). It’s worth it

for May’s Caudron G.III painting alone and the

proceeds go towards ongoing maintenance of

the British Air Services Memorial at St-Omer.

Society Business

2021 AGM

We have decided to revert to our historic

timetable and hold the next AGM in April.

Members are cordially invited to the 52nd AGM

on Saturday 10 April 2021, which will be held via Zoom at 14:00 (BST), followed by

the Leaman Lecture given by Paul Hare: "The BE2, The Right Aeroplane for its

Time". Please contact Andy Kemp (he’s a very busy boy!) for registration and Zoom

log-in details. We look forward to welcoming members from around the world!

Nominations for Trustees under clause 18 of the Constitution, and Notices of Members’

Proposed Resolutions, with names of proposer and seconder, must be sent to the

Chairman before 27 March 2021. As reported on the Aircraft Interiors International

website on 4 January 2021, our esteemed Chairman, Graham Chisnall, has been

appointed chairman of Farnborough Aerospace Consortium - the longest

established aerospace and defence trade body in the UK. Congratulations!

http://bit.ly/3dr60iG

Books, Books, Books!

We are now once again able to sell the bulk of our books and back issues into the EU.

This is due to the EU extending their VAT minimum value threshold of €20 from 1

January to 1 July 2021. We have conservatively translated this limit to £16. Items we are

still unable to sell to EU resident customers are digital downloads, which are not

covered by this exemption, and of course books valued over £16. Subscriptions (for

2020 and 2021) are unaffected and are available worldwide as usual.

To enable everyone to have availability of as much as possible of our back catalogue,

we have permanently reduced the price of Volumes 39 to 48 from £22 /£23 to £16 and

https://www.crossandcockade.com/store/Product.asp?cat=3&id=882
http://bit.ly/3dr60iG


are temporarily (until July 2021) also offering Volumes 49 & 50 at £16. The new pricing

is now in place on the web shop.

We’re hopeful that, by July 2021, the EU will make available a revised VAT structure,

which will once again enable us to trade fully throughout the EU. Keep checking the

website for updates.

As well as our Journal and Calendar, many readers will be aware of the books CCI

have published - of which more are planned! In addition we sell a selection of pre-loved

WW1 aviation books at reasonable prices - with more titles being added most weeks.

Perhaps less well known are our efforts to make available books that may otherwise

slip under members' radar - either from overseas, or self-published. Recent notable

titles, still available by clicking on the images below, are:

Staaken-up the Evidence

Many thanks for Piotr Mroz for bringing my

favourite story for a while to WitW’s attention.

On 27 October 2020, the website of Polish TV

station TVP3 reported on a remarkable find in

the Katowice Rudy Raciborskie Forest District.

It was the exact location of the crash site of a

large aicraft between Rudy and Kuźnia

Raciborska.

The catastrophe on 4 August 1919 involved a massive Zeppelin-Staaken R.XIV aircraft

(R-71). The unfortunate flight took place from Germany to Ukraine with Ukrainian

banknotes (hryvnia) printed in Germany being transported. Although there were articles

https://www.crossandcockade.com/store/Product.asp?cat=52&id=416
https://www.crossandcockade.com/store/Product.asp?cat=52&id=910
https://www.crossandcockade.com/store/Product.asp?cat=52&id=606


about the accident in contemporary newspapers, the exact location of R-71's crash was

unknown.

Thanks to the experience and perseverance of the Silesian Exploration Group, the

site was located, in an operation described as looking for "a needle in a haystack"

within a dense forest with an area of several thousand hectares. The key find was the

aircraft’s nameplate, with the inscription Zeppelin-Werke GmbH Staaken.

More here (in Polish) http://bit.ly/37tnoiS and http://bit.ly/37rJh23

Please take a look at this YouTube video (also in Polish but easy enough to follow),

uploaded by Underground Passion. There is some great archive footage and film of

the dig itself: https://bit.ly/3awuwN

Lawrence of A-tableware

A plate, believed to have been owned and used by

TE Lawrence  was sold by Charterhouse

auctioneers, Sherborne, on 5 February 2021 for

£1,100. The RAF mess plate, thought to belong to

the man who would become known as Lawrence of

Arabia, bears the insignia of the RAF, which

Lawrence joined as an enlisted man after the First

World War under the pseudonym TE Shaw.

The pottery plate, measuring 24cm in diameter,

bears the RAF insignia and was discovered in a Dorset cottage during a probate property

clearance. On the back of the plate is a paper label reading, "This plate was the property of TE

Lawrence during his service with the RAF from August 1922-1935. Died May 19th 1935.

Presented to Caius School by Davis Hardiman 1950."

See http://bbc.in/3s6NG2w and http://bit.ly/2NiLkyH

Talking of Lawrence, the Army Museum of Flying’s Lockdown Lecture, which was originally

broadcast on 7 December 2020, was a very interesting watch, as Paul Beaver examined the

secret air force of Lawrence of Arabia and its role in supporting the Arab Revolt. Paul was

joined by David Baker whose grandfather led the aviation mission to Arabia and was later a

Chief of the Air Staff in the newly formed RAF. You can view it here: http://bit.ly/2OTqk29

If you would like to read more on this iconic figure, you can still secure your copy of the 2016

CCI book, Lawrence of Arabia & Middle East Air Power, which may be ordered for just

£12.50 plus postage at http://bit.ly/37pBvpF

The Mystery of the L’Oiseau Blanc

http://bit.ly/37tnoiS
http://bit.ly/37rJh23
https://bit.ly/3awuwNt
http://bbc.in/3s6NG2w
http://bit.ly/2NiLkyH
http://bit.ly/2OTqk29
http://bit.ly/37pBvpF


I enjoyed the story of the L’Oiseau Blanc (the

white bird) and its French war hero pilots, as

told on the Simple Flying website on 22

November 2020. It’s something that WitW

hasn’t covered since issue 9. The pilots were

Charles Nungesser and François Coli, who

vanished without a trace during a transatlantic

flight in May 1927 in an attempt to claim the

coveted Orteig Prize.

Nungesser, a highly experienced ace with over 40 victories, was planning his attempt in

a Levasseur PL.4. Coli’s name was put forward as navigator by manufacturer, Pierre

Levasseur. Nungesser had survived 17 wounds and endured so many surgeries that

newspapers claimed he was “part platinum.” Coli was partially blind following a crash

and wore a patch over his right eye.

The modified aircraft was emblazoned with Nungesser’s flying emblem, a black heart

with skull and crossbones. On the morning of 8 May 1927,  L’Oiseau Blanc took to the

sky at Le Bourget and was last sighted over southern Ireland at around 10:30. A search

operation was organised, scouring the North American coastline, but by the time

Charles Lindbergh made his triumphant crossing in late May, there was still no sign of

the French pilots. No wreckage has ever been found of the white bird:

http://bit.ly/3k1E6ef

 

Behind Chocolate Bars

http://bit.ly/3k1E6ef


Back on 25 November 2020, the Daily Mail

Online reported on the story of the Cadbury

chocolate family’s "dark drug secret". Richard

Cadbury Butler made thousands importing

narcotics into 1920s Britain and, following his

conviction (under his father’s name of Butler),

was disowned by the family.

What drew my attention to the article was that

Richard had served with the Royal Flying Corps

in the First World War, and it was a near-fatal

accident and the subsequent break-up of his

marriage that put him on the path to prison.

Richard attained the rank of captain in the RFC,

but suffered a horrific accident in 1918, when

his plane caught fire and plummeted into a field.

He spent five months in hospital while doctors pieced his jaw back together with silver

and ivory, and almost all of his teeth had to be replaced.

Richard was arrested in 1926, after an undercover sting at a notorious Covent Garden

café. Almost one pound of cocaine was found, ironically hidden in a Cadbury's

chocolate tin. See: http://bit.ly/3u61Gvj

Bristol Fighter Book

Air Britain’s long-awaited tome on the Bristol

Fighter has now been released.

This is the most complete book yet produced on

this iconic aircraft. Renowned aviation author

(and CCI stalwart) Philip Jarrett has updated

and expanded the original draft by Ray

Sturtivant, Gordon Page and James J Halley.

There are five pages of excellent new three view

line drawings by our Journal editor Mick Davis

plus 32 superb colour side views by Juanita

Franzi.

It’s an A4 hardback with 480 pages and 955

photographs and carries a hefty £59.95 cover

price, but CCI Members qualify for the

http://bit.ly/3u61Gvj


discounted (member’s) rate when buying books from Air Britain’s web shop, meaning a

£20 saving, shipped to the UK. Members just need to quote their CCI membership

number - another great reason to join the Society! https://bit.ly/3ayVUu4

Historic von Richthofen Photo Album up for Auction

It wouldn’t be a proper Wind in the Wires

without some Manfred von Richthofen news

and I note that the German online auction house

Ratisbon’s has an important photograph album

amongst the lots in its 41st Contemporary

History Auction.

The album is an "uncovered treasure trove" with

original photos of many well-known members of Jagdgeschwader Nr.1, including

famous pilots such as The Red Baron himself (shown on four original photos), his

brother Lothar, Werner Voss, Ernst Udet and Erich Loewenhardt. Who put the album

together is unknown, but he helpfully provided names, dates and other information.

There are 59 original photographs, including images of aircraft as well as signed

postcards. At the time of writing, bidding (which ends on 20 February) was up to an

impressive €4,520.

See many of the extraordinary images here: http://bit.ly/2M1A3SI

Red Baron Round Up

Here are some further MvR related snippets for discerning WitW readers:

Roy Brown Statue - Rob Probert, President of

the Roy Brown Society of Carleton Place

discusses the town’s unveiling of the WW1

flying ace’s statue here: http://bit.ly/3dqIvGk

See further details of the event and the

imposing sculpture at:

http://bit.ly/3bjDVad

A Scrap of Fabric - during a Zoom meeting on 18 January 2021, discussions were

held about donations for a display in the William C Lambert Military Museum and

Archive in Ironton, Ohio, including the swatch of fabric that Lambert had secured from

the wing of the Red Baron’s aircraft after it was shot down. It was generally known that

Lambert had a larger piece and he gave several small pieces to his friends.

https://bit.ly/3ayVUu4
http://bit.ly/2M1A3SI
http://bit.ly/3dqIvGk
http://bit.ly/3bjDVad


http://bit.ly/2M1O0A3

Heavy Metal – assuming that there aren’t too many Swedish heavy metal fans who

subscribe to WitW, I couldn’t resist sharing the song "The Red Baron" by Sabaton,

which can be found on their concept album "The Great War". The lyrics are historically

accurate! https://bit.ly/3pzVwzX

Chased Down - a star of ITV quiz show The Chase was forced to issue an apology for

sharing a fake fact, reported the Birmingham Mail on 21 January 2021. Darragh Ennis,

aka The Menace, shared a "fun fact" on Twitter that DH Lawrence was the brother in

law of Manfred Von Richthofen. Lawrence’s wife Frieda was actually just a distant

relative of infamous Red Baron.

http://bit.ly/3k19nho

Blue Max – A Grave Tale

An attempt to steal the statue from the grave of

German First World War ace Max Immelmann

in Dresden was reported on 1 February 2021.

The police caught two alleged thieves of the

cemetery sculpture. The men are said to have

broken into the gate of a cemetery on

Tolkewitzer Strasse and dismantled a statue

about two metres tall and transported it to a pickup truck in a handcart. The sculpture

was the grave figure of Immelmann, known as the "The Eagle of Lille".

A local resident observed the incident and alerted the police. They were able to locate

the van a little later along with three other smaller sculptures. The police are now

checking the origin of the items and the two Germans are being investigated for theft:

http://bit.ly/3drrawX

Pushing the boat out for Shell House

    

http://bit.ly/2M1O0A3
https://bit.ly/3pzVwzX
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http://bit.ly/3drrawX


Thank you to Lee Corbin of Seattle for getting in

touch with WitW! He emailed to tell me about

the only remaining First World War, all-wood,

US Navy seaplane hangar. Although there are

other Navy seaplane hangars from that era, it is

believed to be the only remaining one made

entirely of wood.

One of three Naval Aviation ground schools, the

University of Washington (UW) site was

commanded by Lieutenant James Campbell Monfort and opened on 11 June 1918 two

months before the hangar was finally completed. Assigned training aircraft were three

Burgess U-2s and a Curtis HS-1L and ten classes of approximately 20 cadets would

complete the course at a time.

As the home of the famed ‘Boys in the Boat’ rowing team, the ASUW Shell House, also

known as the UW Canoe House, tends to get more coverage for its 30-year rowing

history, but it served its original purpose for about five months during the war. I

understand that UW Recreation is poised to embark on a $13 million ($10M

construction + $3M endowment) capital campaign to restore the historic building:

http://bit.ly/2OPFO7c

Here is a link to a virtual walk-through of the hangar with a photo gallery of pictures:

http://bit.ly/3bcTocg

Watson Living-none Seagull

The story of Tayside aviation trailblazer

Preston Watson is surrounded in myth and

legend, reported the Courier on 15 December

2020. It’s claimed he beat the famous Wright

brothers into the air by five months in the

summer of 1903.

However, one thing Watson did do was to conduct experiments on seagulls. The article

describes how he would shoot them from the sky with a shotgun, attach weights to their

bodies, adjust their wings and tail feathers and launch them from a railway bridge in

Dundee. Watson would then observe the dead birds as they glided and ultimately

crashed to the ground.

Local author, Alastair Blair, explains that these experiments guided Watson in the

http://bit.ly/2OPFO7c
http://bit.ly/3bcTocg


construction of his first flying machine, a glider which he later fitted with an engine.

Watson joined the Royal Naval Air Service at the outbreak of the First World War and

was killed in a flying accident in Sussex in June 1915. His Caudron G.III (serial 3266)

broke up in mid-air, over Cross-in-Hand, Sussex.

The Courier also reported on the sale of "Power Necessary in Flight", Watson’s scarce

pamphlet on flying, published in 1908, for £190. See more at https://bit.ly/3ucwwlF and

http://bit.ly/3bmyDuE

Andover Remembers

There was a detailed account in the Andover

Advertiser on 31 January 2021 concerning the

biggest funeral ever to take place in the Hampshire

town. This was on 8 July 1912, when local 30-year-

old Staff Sergeant Richard Hubert Victor Wilson was

laid to rest at the town’s cemetery. Bert Wilson had

joined the Corps of Royal Engineers, working as a

mechanic at the Army Balloon factory in

Farnborough, progressing in 1911 to the new Air

Battalion of the Royal Engineers at Larkhill.

On 5 July 1912, Wilson was accompanying pilot Captain Eustace Loraine to check on a

problem that had caused his Nieuport IVG monoplane to over-bank earlier in the day.

Unfortunately, the aircraft over-banked again but this time there was not enough height to pull

out of the dive and it crashed about a mile from Stonehenge. Both men were still alive as help

arrived, but Wilson died a few minutes later. Loraine died later the same day.

The accident was a national tragedy, as they were the first Flying Corps personnel to die in an

aircraft crash while on duty.

See http://bit.ly/3uaEPP5

In Brief

Eugene Bullard, the first African American

fighter pilot and veteran of two world wars, was

the subject of pieces in WitW20 and 34. There

were two articles on this fascinating airman

recently, the first a blog from the Museum of

Flight in Seattle posted on 18 January 2021

and a second posted on the mentalfloss.com website a week later. http://bit.ly/2Zru3FR

and http://bit.ly/3dnf9ZC

https://bit.ly/3ucwwlF
http://bit.ly/3bmyDuE
http://bit.ly/3uaEPP5
http://bit.ly/2Zru3FR
http://bit.ly/3dnf9ZC


Staying in the US, take a look at the tribute to San Antonio’s First World War flying ace

Edgar Tobin, posted on the website of the local Fox station on 11 January 2021. Tobin

served in the 94th Aero Squadron as a member of Eddie Rickenbacker's "Hat in the

Ring" squadron. He then served in the 103rd Aero Squadron. http://bit.ly/3k3vgwU

On the 122nd anniversary of his birth, the Times Now website celebrated the

contribution of Indra Lal "Laddie" Roy, the 19-year-old Kolkata boy who flew with the

Royal Flying Corps. Roy was killed in action on 22 July 1918 over Carvin in combat with

Jasta 29. Read more in WitW7 and 22. http://bit.ly/2M2iSAu

Do you want to know how the Vickers Mk 1 machine guns, mounted on the Sopwith

Camel, work? An animated explanation of their inner workings is available on YouTube

via Pierre Jansen: https://bit.ly/3dmrZHz

The great, great niece of aviation pioneers Horace and Eustace Short has launched

a fundraising campaign to restore their graves in Hampstead Cemetery, reported the

Ham & High on 5 February 2021. Liz Walker and her husband are appealing for

£8,000 in grants and donations to repair the brothers' last resting place. Find out more

at http://bit.ly/3bmAEHe and read the article here: http://bit.ly/3ucX1aU

Elon Musk – First World War Fighter Ace?

This is a wonderfully silly story that has been

doing the rounds for quite some time, but as it

was flagged by the LADbible website on 1

February 2021 I thought it was worth

mentioning.

There is a longstanding conspiracy theory

proposing that Elon Musk, business magnate, industrial designer and engineer can put

his success down to time travel. A number of conspiracy fans link Musk to Canadian

fighter pilot, Raymond Collishaw, who was born in British Columbia in 1893. There is

certainly a resemblance!

Joining in on the theory, Musk joked in a reply to a tweet on the matter: "Full disclosure,

I'm actually a 3,000 year old vampire. It's such a trial assuming all these false

identities over the centuries!"

Collishaw was Canada's second-highest scoring pilot during the First World War,

achieving 60 victories plus a further eight observation balloons. As commander of

http://bit.ly/3k3vgwU
http://bit.ly/2M2iSAu
https://bit.ly/3dmrZHz
http://bit.ly/3bmAEHe
http://bit.ly/3ucX1aU


Naval 10's "Black Flight", Collishaw was the first pilot to claim six victories in a single

day - although this claim is disputed by some.

Don your tin foil hat and read more at: http://bit.ly/3sjgc15

The Greatest Betrayal

Peter Jackson says he suffered the "greatest

betrayal" after a friend of nearly 14 years stole

and sold his prized reproduction First World

War aircraft, pocketing more than $1.2 million. It

was an unsavoury story that was first mentioned

in WitW 32.

However, a new article by Vanity Fair (March 2021 issue) reveals the largely untold

story of how the Lord of the Rings director was swindled by Eugene DeMarco, the

chief pilot and general manager of his vintage airplane production firm. Vanity Fair

speaks with several insiders who witnessed the aftermath of the incident.

Jackson appeared before the Wellington High Court in his native New Zealand in the

summer of 2019 to testify in the "aerial-piracy" trial of DeMarco. The six criminal

charges included stealing and selling two of Jackson’s reproduction aircraft, as well as

keeping over $630,000 that a friend had given him to buy another historic plane on his

behalf. Recognising DeMarco’s young family, the judge handed down a reduced jail

sentence of two years and five months. DeMarco is now facing civil suits from Jackson.

A lengthy but interesting read: http://bit.ly/3drOOcS

FREE Journal of Aeronautical History Paper!

A research paper published in the Journal of

Aeronautical History by Tony Pilmer,

"Gentlemen and players? How the

Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

adapted when the aeroplane went from

theory to practice, 1896-1927" is available for

download. It’s a 70 page PDF packed with

information, images and detailed footnotes.

In 1896, the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain was at the point of collapse. The

learned society had lost its ageing founding secretary and had been reduced to a rump

http://bit.ly/3sjgc15
http://bit.ly/3drOOcS


of 31 gentlemen scientists seeking man’s dream to conquer flight. Just over 30 years

later, it had become the Royal Aeronautical Society, 1,239 members strong and the

professional institute for the engineers, scientists and pilots who had designed, built

and flown machines around the world: https://bit.ly/3pyq3Oo

A Short Lived Airfield

The Aviation Trails blog is always worth a look and, on 5

December 2020, the small town of Seahouses on the

Northumbrian coast was under the microscope. During the

First World War this was the site, albeit for only a short

time, of a wartime airfield /marine station.

Seahouses, or Elford as it was primarily known, was initially

a landing ground for 77 (HD) Squadron from February 1917

(BE2 and BE12). They operated there until it became a

Maritime Operations Station in the summer of 1918 under

the control of 256 Squadron, which initially operated the DH6, a trainer aircraft

designed to be cheap and easy to repair. The squadron consisted of four flights and the

DH6 was eventually supplemented by the Blackburn Kangaroo.

The blog also mentions the impromptu pyrotechnics display by Captain Charles

Augustus Grey Bennet, 8th Earl of Tankerville, over the town to celebrate the armistice.

The site soon returned to agricultural use, with any remnants of its aviation heritage

being removed. On 14 June 2018, the Airfields of Britain Conservation Trust

erected a memorial plaque in the town centre to commemorate those who served:

http://bit.ly/2M3YLlB

Podcast Round Up

https://bit.ly/3pyq3Oo
http://bit.ly/2M3YLlB


In the 2 December 2020 episode of the podcast

by From Balloons to Drones, the interviewee

was Dr Sterling Michael Pavelec of the USAF

Air Command and Staff College. Under

discussion was Dr Pavelec’s new book

Airpower Over Gallipoli and asked the

question of whether the Gallipoli Campaign of

1915 should be connected with the pioneering

use of air power. The answer is a "yes" and

Pavelec’s methodology and research makes

interesting reading. Check the comments too,

as a Turkish historian doesn’t agree with the

good Doctor’s analysis! http://bit.ly/3auJMKS

I am a subscriber to the entertaining Oh! What a

Lovely Podcast, where the First World War

meets popular culture and the media. The

February 2021 episode asked ‘What makes a First World War film ‘obscure’?’ The

hosts, Chris Kempshall, Angus Wallace and Jessica Meyer, discussed some lesser-

known films, including Wings (1927) and Dawn Patrol (1938). You can find links on

the podcast’s website to Archive.org, where you can view these films for free:

https://bit.ly/3qxcGPW

Museum Find

Above is a photograph of a silver identity

bracelet, which came into the Trenchard

Museum at RAF Halton some time ago.

Curator Francis Hanford has been carrying out

some research and wanted to share the results

with WitW.

The bracelet is believed to have belonged to

Stanley Lawrence Nichols, who joined the RFC on 9 December 1912 as a mechanic,

with service number 507. He went to France with 2 Squadron in August 1914 and was

commissioned on 25 April 1917 as a Second Lieutenant. He was killed in action on 12

August 1917 while serving with 19 Squadron, flying a Spad VII. It is likely that the

bracelet was purchased for Nichols after he was commissioned and Francis wonders

why the airman was not wearing it at the time of his demise.

http://bit.ly/3auJMKS
https://bit.ly/3qxcGPW
https://www.crossandcockade.com/store/Product.asp?cat=51&id=760
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